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ABSTRACT

Virginia architecture of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
prior to the American Revolution has distinctive geometries which
determine proportion. The square, root—two rectangle and equilateral
triangle are the figures which establish most proportions. Plans and
elevations underwent a development based on a rational method of
incorporating the figures into a coherent building. This investigation
establishes the use of geometry as a starting point for the culmination
of many elements which together composed a building.
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INTRODUCTION

This study is an investigation into the underlying geometries employed
in the Architecture of Virginia buildings between the first settlement and
the American Revolution. Few Virginia buildings can be attributed to
architects or designers.

The proposal was to see if a geometric system of proportioning existed
for Virginia buildings. If it did exist, was it a unique occurrence or did
it find widespread application throughout the state? Was it a system that
could be dissected so that its application methodology could be determined
and thus the geometric unit established?

The architecture of Virginia buildings has been studied with a view to
determining its origins. The emphasis has been on the similarity of
elevations and plans to one another and to examples in other countries. It
has been acknowledged that early Virginia buildings are architecturally
significant.1

A basic application of geometric figures has been shown to have been a
determinant of certain elements of design.2 However, no attempt has been
made as to the application of a geometrical system in establishing the
relationship between the earliest surviving buildings and those up to the
American Revolution, with a view to identifying them as a coherent body of
work.

This study seeks to determine the course of evolution in different
elements. With respect to transformations in buildings, the objective is to
see if these were made, consistent with the nature of a geometric system.

The state of Virginia was chosen because it was primarily an English
settlement with very little influence from other nations on the type of
architecture being built. Some examples in Maryland and South Carolina are
also included to show that the system of proportioning is also applicable to
architecture of other states where English settlements were established.

1Thomas Waterman, The Dwellings of Colonial America (Chapel Hill,
University of North Carolina Press, 1950), pp. 5-115; Fiske Kimball,
Domestic Architecture of the American Colonies and of the Early Republic
(New York, Dover Publications, 1966), pp. 5-141; Henry Chandlee Forman, [pg
Architecture of the Old South (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1948),
pp. 5-104.

2 Marcus Whiffen, The Eighteenth Century Houses of Williamsburg
(Williamsburg, Colonial Williamsburg, 1984), pp. 85-88, 175, 185, 222-225;
Marcus Whiffen, The Public Buildings of Williamsburg (Williamsburg, Colonial
Williamsburg, 1958), pp. 24, 80-82, 86, 100, 108, 157-160.
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Given that some buildings are up to 550 years old, it becomes obvious
that not many would still be existent since the majority of building was of
timber with very few examples in masonry. For this reason, many of those
buildings still surviving today which date from the seventeenth century are
masonry structures, not of the vernacular, but rather of the wealthy
merchant ar plantation owner who had the resources to build in materials
other than timber. The vernacular is more practioally studied from the
beginnings of the eighteenth century onwards and in particular those
buildings of Williamsburg which have been restored and documented
extensively. Williamsburg, being the colonial capital at this time, wos
where many innovations, ideas and skills in building, originated, developed
and terminated.

In order to provide a most accurate synthesis, it is necessary to base
the investigation an existing buildings that are in a good state of
preservation. Among these are some examples of buildings that have been
destroyed but these buildings have been accurately restored so that their
inclusion is seen to be valid, as they represent significant buildings of
the period.5

All the buildings have at least a minimal historical account. It is
very important to know the history of a given building, making it possible
to follow through the changes which have occurred. These changes pertain to
developments in many aspects of daily life and technology. Changes in
fashion, skills, construction technology, availability of materials, and
others, all contributed ta the changing form of the house.

The method of testing of the system of proportioning is by applying it
to buildings. It is necessary to substantiate this with as many examples as
possible. To verify it as a geometric system of proportioning, it is
necessary ta establish that there is a development in application and this
is the way growth of the building was generated. Transitional examples with
documented development illustrate the links between the groups of building
types.

5A list of those buildings included that are no longer standing.
Elevations: Cleve - destroyed 1917

Mannsfield — burnt 1865
Plans: Molvern Hill

Tebbs House — destroyed 1955
Cleve - destroyed 1917
Rosewell — burnt 1916
Mannsfield — burnt 1865



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE VIRGINIA HOUSE

After unsuccessful attempts to establish a colony between 1584 and
1590, a permanent settlement was made in Virginia in 1607. It set the
pattern for settlement in the south because it wasn‘t populated by religious
dissidents who wanted isolation from interference of the crown or church,
but rather by agents of the mercantile Virginia Company.

The Virginia settlement was commercial and from the beginning
maintained strong economic and cultural ties with the mother country. The
geography of the Chesapeake Bay made economic ties easer because of the many
inlets, allowing ships to load and unload at safe wharves, sheltered from
the ocean and its weather.

The economy began to be based on large plantations specializing in
single bulk crops which were shipped out to be processed in England.
Consequently plantations could ship from their own wharves and receive
manufactured goods directly from England without the need to go through a
regional seaport. Land owners became their own exporters, importers and
wholesalers.

The influence of economics and geography resulted in the architecture
of Virginia in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries consisting of mainly
isolated country houses identified by county rather than city.

Beginning in the seventeenth century with the first settlement at
Jamestown Island and up until the American Revolution, the rural dwelling in
Virginia ran a course of development from the simple cottage of one chamber
and loft, to the great mansion.

The single room of such a simple cottage included the hall, dining room,
and kitchen, all rolled into one; the loft was only large enough to lie in
and sleep comfortably, the Brinson Hause is an example.

When the Virginia planter’s wealth and family began to grow, he resorted
to building a more commodious house, or simply added to his old parlor. The
new building was a hall and parlor dwelling with the new hall being built on
the opposite end to the chimney, Mattassippi illustrates this. »These hall
and parlor buildings were usually brick, with originally one and later two
chimneys, one in each gable. Some chimneys projected from the gable wall and
were termed ”pyramid” chimneys due to their shape. There were no dormers to
light the loft but small windows in the gables. The main doorway was off
center in the dwelling, as the Adam Thoroughgood House shows.

The next change resulted when the hall and parlor house developed into a
cruciform structure through the addition of an enclosed entrance porch at the
front and a stair tower, or other type of wing, at the rear, like Malvern
Hill and B¤con's Castle.

The house then developed through the partitioning of the hall in order
to create a central passageway and thus the central—passage house was
originated. The origin of the central—passage house was due to the desire ·
for more privacy in the great hall, leading to the erection of a screen at
one end of the room, as in Foster’s Castle.

3
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Houses of the new century provided higher standards of accommodations
because of increased wealth, The usual number of living—rooms and bedrooms
increased. Kitchen and hall, parlor and bedroom became separate rooms,
although differentiation of function of these rooms was slow to establish
itself. The kitchen began to be placed outside of the house in a detached
building.

The desire for larger rooms, higher ceilings, more open stairways, and
an air of elegance, pleased the planter, who was wealthier and had a larger
family. It was possible to increase accommodation_space via three methods.
First, to build onto one end of the house. Second, to build a lean—to along
the back of the house with a roof that continued the slope of the main roof
(the Moody House in Williamsburg illustrates both of these types of
development). Thirdly, to build a wing or wings at right angles to the long
axis of the original house; one wing resulted in an L—plan as demonstrated by
the James Geddy House in Williamsburg; two wings resulted in a U-plan as
demonstrated by the Brush—Everard House in Williamsburg.

With the increased number of rooms, privacy became possible and
circulation hallways developed, thus making it unnecessary to walk through
one room to reach another.

When the planter did not enlarge his home, by adding cells at the rear,
he enlarged the building vertically, while preserving the one chamber
thickness.

Other forms of expanding were the "letter” plans, H, and T which, in the
South, afforded a through draft in the hotter climate. The T and L—plans
were the preferred plans as they afforded a maximum of privacy and excellent
circulation. However, even with their maximum expansion, the ”letter” plans
did not provide the space and economy of construction that was obtained in
the rectangular plan with a double depth of rooms.

In the Tidewater South, with its evolving plantation economy, the tra-
ditional house with its homely, unfashionable features, did not offer the
architectural solution desired. South Carolina and Virginia, two centers of
great estates and wealth, set out to produce the most distinguished phase of
colonial domestic architecture.

The hipped roof was devised not only to do away with the gable ends of
the Medieval period but also to allow the classic cornice to carry around a
building uninterrupted. In form the roof receded equally from the walls on
all sides, like a pyramid, instead of only on two sides, as in the gable
form. Except where pediment roofs were used, the hipped roof was universal
on mansions.

with the coming of the eighteenth century, great changes in economics
introduced a new architectural order in Virginia. Slavery had existed in the
province since 1619; but up to the close of the seventeenth century it had
not grown to any great extent due to difficulties in obtaining Negroes for
sale. The English slave trade in 1714 brought to Virginia numberless
victims. The financial advantages of slavery were manifest, the initial cost
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was soon repaid through the slaves’ labor, and in addition their increase
formed a source of return service and revenue.

By the beginning of the second decade of the eighteenth century, the new
economic system was showing its effect, and the era of great Georgian houses
had begun.

The typical Georgian house, of which the Governor's Palace,
Williamsburg, was one of the first examples, is based on a body of abstract
principles. It is bilaterally symmetrical about a central axis, both in plan
and elevation. This axis is marked by a central hall which runs the full
depth of the house. The house is cubical, divided into horizontal ranges by
the use of low hipped roofs, balustrades, prominent cornices, string-courses
between each floor, and a water—table level where the building rests on the
foundation. It is disposed so as to have careful proportional relationships
among elements; it is ornamented with selected devices derived from
antiquity; and it is clearly articulated in its parts so that edges, windows,
and the center entrance are all elaborated. Derived from Renaissance
architecture, such houses are boldly rectangular.

In houses with uninterrupted access to all rooms, there is.a
progression, from functional arrangement with little regard for formal
relationships, to formal symmetry with attention to the composition of
space. Houses with a transverse stair hall and four rooms to a floor were
the most common of colonial types, as in Westover and Gunston Hall. At
Westover the hall derives its width at the expense of the rooms on one side.

- A At Gunston Hall, the hall is symmetrical, although the stair rises along one‘ ‘ wall and finishes along the other. Other houses have a hall with the front
part treated as a room, with the stairs contained in a smaller separate room
to the rear, as in Carter’s Grove. ·

The vast majority of houses were of timben construction throughout the
colonial period. The main reason was economic, since dense forests needed to

· be cleared before the land could be prepared for planting. Sawmills were
introduced very early and their broad application reinforced the use of
timber, placing masonry at a disadvantage where cost was concerned. Sawmills
played an increasingly important part in the economic life of Virginia
through the export of timber to England. Timber remained the material
associated more with the vernacular colonial house.

In form, the simpler brick houses did not essentially differ from the
better examples of timber construction. Of the construction materials used
in the eighteenth century, masonry became more usual for important houses.
The colonial government and prominent citizens erected masonry buildings
because a masonry building was a more permanent and dignified dwelling.

‘ The characteristic building material of the second quarter of the
eighteenth century was brick, but in the third quarter, although brick
continued to be used in the great houses, stone and stucco came into
increasing popularity in conformity with the increasingly Palladian quality
of the work.

Most raw materials used in building were produced in Virginia while
manufactured products were imported. The effect of materials on
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architectural design was not as significant as might be expected. The notion
that design should develop out of the nature of the materials was unknown in
eighteenth century Virginia.

Isaac ware, a representative spokesman of the time, stated that it was
”the honor of the architect that the form triumph over the materials.”

A factor that helped preserve the central—passage house was the use of
the out-house kitchen. During the seventeenth century, larger houses
sometimes had cellar kitchens. By the turn of the eighteenth century living
standards were such that the heat and smells of cooking were not tolerated in
the main house. The kitchen and cooking were relegated to out-houses as a
commonplace of middle—class living arrangements. The original practice was
Medieval. Cooking in the manors of England was done in separate kitchen
buildings and the meals were carried across the kitchen courtyard.

In Virginia, accommodation had to be provided for all plantation acti-
vities. One dependency was always the kitchen, and the other dependency was
often used as a plantation's office.

In order to maintain a formal organization, dependencies were introduced
into symmetrical relation with the main house. In most cases they were
placed on the long axis of the house and parallel to it but on other
occasions they were set perpendicular to the house and flanked a courtyard.

At Mount Vernon, the kitchen, although in a separate building, is
connected with the main house by an open colonnaded passage, thus becoming
the link that permanently unites the kitchen and office to the main house.

Other circumstances may have directed the evolution of these
dependencies. Given the travelling situation of the period, there was a
necessity for providing shelter for the accidental or invited traveller.
Consequently there wos an increase in size and dignity of these
dependencies. It would have been inappropriate to provide shelter for an
unknown traveller in the main house, and besides bachelor guests would enjoy
the greater freedom of being able to come and go unwatched. To accommodate
guests, a second story was added to the office wing, and to maintain the
balance, bedrooms were built over the kitchen so that house servants could be
accommodated there at nights.

This is an architecture that is remarkable for its traditionalism, its
long-continued reliance on apprenticeship whereby procedures and practices
were handed down by precept and example. In Virginia as in England,
apprenticeship was the system by which training in building techniques was *
acquired.

Elaboration and decoration on timber buildings was limited and yet
refined. Decoration is focused. Nothing is forced. Odd effects are not
sought. The aim is to follow the model but not with too much intensity so as
to announce a not too startling originality.

A high degree of standardization occurs in Virginia architecture of the
eighteenth century. Building was according to rules which provided a
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discipline for working within, but still permitted a variety within theselimits.

Early Virginia houses were frequently modeled after English country
houses but adapted to the milder climate. The ideal in the Virginia
planter's mind was to have a house that would be as much in the current
English style as possible.

The professional architect, as we know him today, had not yet come intoexistence in the colonies. The major houses and public buildings of the
eighteenth century were designed by ”gentlemen” with the leisure to read orpursue private study in architectural theory. Carpenters, joiners, andbricklayers were termed master—builders and in collaboration with the owner, Q
built the majority of seventeenth and eighteenth century houses.

No plan from which a Williamsburg house was built has been identified.“No working drawings for any major Virginia building seem to exist before
Jefferson's own drawings for Monticello, dating from about 1770.5 Mostsurviving plans of the colonial period are diagrammatic in nature and this
may have been the extent to which plans were developed.6 That the designsblend together is principally due to their reliance on a body of knowledgebased on Renaissance ideals, ultimately derived from Palladio. Althoughseventeenth and eighteenth century Virginia architecture was based on the
Italian Renaissance, it was largely indigenous and original in its
development. Q

English builders used the medium of print to propogate their
instructions in correct and easy design and building to the ”gent1eman.”
Books of this sort presented a strong appeal to the colonial builder.

Four groups of books on architecture were available in the eighteenth
century: the academic, dealing_with the classical orders: the descriptive,urcheological detailing of ancient buildings: the builder’s handbook, ‘
emphasizing technical and practical matters: and pattern books, containingplans and elevations of whole buildings and such individual details as '
ceilings and chimney mantels. Authors included Isaac Ware, William Salmon, “
Abraham Swan, William Pain, James Gibbs, Batty Langeley and WilliamHalfpenny.“Marcus

Whiffen, The Ei hteenth Centur Houses of Williamsbur
(Williamsburg, Colonial Williamsburg, 1984), pp. 41-44.

5Thomas Waterman, The Mansions of Virginia 1706-1776 (Chapel Hill,University of North Carolina Press, 1945), p. 50.

6See the plans of the Ninyon Challoner House (1755), the Daniel Ayrault
House (1759), and the James Gordon Farm (1755), at Newport, R.I., reproduced „ _in Antoinette F. Downing and Vincent J. scully, Jr., The Architectural
Heritage of Newgort Rhode Island 1640-1915 (Cambridge, Harvard University
Press, 1967), plates 71 and 72.
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Books influenced architecture in that they provided designs for wholebuildings or details which could be taken directly from a book. They alsohelped to establish standards and trends. Books also influenced particularaspects of the ornamentation on buildings and thus contributed to the placingof a "style” on an otherwise simple frame building. The placing ofornamentation was also an expensive task requiring skilled workmanship, andas such found little application until later in the century when the numberof craftsmen available, the wealth of the Virginian, and the economy weresuch as to make it affordable.7 k

Some of the tools and instruments used during this period includedcompasses for the drawing of arcs; string for determining a given length atvarious points of radiation from a ground stake; a square to obtain rightangles, and scribes for the marking off of angles,

During the American Revolution, building activity virtually came to astandstill. When building resumed after the war, architecture in the UnitedStates of America began to change, as it was felt that it should be symbolicof the new nation. The new government rejected monarchical absolutism inorder to recreate the society in which it was believed men should live.Architecture began to lose its distinctively provincial status and enter themainstream of Western thought which proposed a building was good because ofits associations with a period in history whose image was enlightening orinstructive. Forms could be drawn from all phases of human history, from anytime or place, past or present, near or distant.

Under competition with architects and "amateurs of taste", the master-builder lost his position as an independent craftsman, building
intelligently; he was forced to meet the swift influence of men who hadtravelled and who had brought back the architecture of other nations.

7For a complete list of tools and books, see Marcus whiffen, [gg— Eighteenth Century Houses of Williamsburg (williamsburg, Colonial
Williamsburg, 198#), pp. #5-65. °



Square & Root—two Rectangle

A square is formed from the quarter quadrant of a circle where the radius
determines the edge length of the square. Another circle whose radius is the
diagonal length of the square when drawn can determine a larger square. The
ratio of the smaller square to the larger is one: root-two. If the original
width of the square is retained but the new edge length is added, the result is
¤ root-two rectangle where the width is one and the length is root-two. The
process of forming a new square from the diagional length of the previous squareif continued results in every second square having an area four timeslarger.The

edge length of the square is doubled every second square.

9



INVESTIGATION

Sir William Keith wrote about Governor Alexander Spotswood as architect:

He was well acquainted with Figures, and so good a
Mathematician, that his Skill in Architecture, and in
the laying out of Ground to the best Advantage, is
yet to be seen in Virginia, by the Building of an
elegant safe Magazine, in the Centre of Williamsburgh,
and in the considerable Improvements which he made to
the Governor’s House and Gardens.8

Obviously competence in mathematics and geometry was seen to be a
prerequisite for competence in architecture. Mathematics and geometry as the
foundation for architecture were not new instruments in the design of
buildings. Using geometry to determine proportions was employed in the
Medieval tradition and easily transferred to the field with the aid of
strings, etc.9

Freart de Chambray writes in his A Parallel of the Ancient Architecture
with the Modern:

...the Excellency and Perfection of an Art consists not in
the Multiplicity of its Principles, but contrarily, the more
simple they are and few in Number, the more worthy they are
of our Admiration. This we see manifested in those of
Geometry, which is in Truth the very foundation and universal
Magazine of all those Arts from whence this has been extracted ,
and without whose Aid it were impossible that it should
exist.1°

Two ideals are expressed here: first that architecture cannot exist
without geometry; second that by the very nature of the simplicity of the
geometric principles is beauty derived.

With regard to the geometric analysis of Virginia architecture it is
necessary to base the integrity of the technique on the faithful exercise of
discipline.

Some cautions need to be addressed. Rudolf wittkower gives the ,

Bwilliam Keith, History of the British Plantations in America, (London, ‘
1758), p. 172.

9Marcus Whiffen, The Eighteenth Century Houses of Williamsburg,
(williamsburg Colonial Williamsburg, 1984)• P. 84.

1°Roland Freart de Chambray, A Parallel of the Ancient Architecture with
the Modern, translated by John Evelyn (London, 1707).

10
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following warning: ”In the scholar’s hand dividers do not revolt.“11 Actuol
building dimensions may not necessarily coincide with those dimensions
originally intended by the architect, as is apparent from many of Palladio's
buildings, when compared to his architectural drawings. .

It is also important to realize that craftsmen and designers, for
reasons of practicality in construction, may alter the original designs.
Consequently, the designer‘s original proposal may not be obvious in his
building.12

· Measured drawings do not necessarily correspond accurately with the
building they represent. Since the sources of these drawings vary
considerably, the margin of error cannot be easily determined and may not
need to be determined, since it is in the nature of architecture to allow for
certain inaccuracies in building.15

There are two groups of systems of proportioning where mathematical
formulas are employed, the geometrical and the modular. In geometrical
systems, dimensions are derived from a line of a given length by constructing
one or more figures on that line. In modular systems, the dimensions of a
building and of its component parts are given in terms of a unit module.

11Rudolf Wittkower, Architectural Principles in the Age of Humanism,
(New York, W. W. Norton & Company, 1971), p. 126.

12Rudolf Wittkower, Idea and Image: Studies in the Italian Renaissance,
(London, Thames and Hudson, 1978), pp. 112-115.

15For the sources of the drawings see Marcus Whiffen, The Eighteenth
Century Houses of Williamsburg (Williamsburg, Colonial Williamsburg, 1984);
Marcus Whiffen, The Public Buildings of Williamsburg (Williamsburg, Colonial
Williamsburg, 1958); Fiske Kimball, Domestic Architecture of the American
Colonies and the Early Republic (New York, Dover Publications, 1966); Thomas
Waterman, The Dwellings of Colonial America (Chapel Hill, University of North ’ ‘
Carolina Press, 1950); Thomas Waterman, The Mansions of Virginia 1706-1776
(Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina Press); Leland M. Roth, A Concise
History of American Architecture (New York, Harper & Row, 1979); Thomas
Waterman and John Barrows, Domestic Colonial Architecture of Tidewater
Virginia (New York, Da Capo Press, 1968); Architects Emergency Committee,
Great Georgian Houses of America, Volumes 1 and 2 (New York, Dover
Publications, 1970); John Fitzhugh Millar, The Architects of the American
Colonies (Barre, Massachusetts, Barre Publishers, 1968); The Historic
American Buildings Survey, (Washington, D.C., Library of Congress); William ‘
Rotch Ware, The Georgian Period (New York, U.P.C. Book Company, Inc., 1925). ‘
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This is an arithmetic system. The module is then multiplied or divided to
give correct dimensions for all other building parts.1“

The proportional formulas found in Virginia buildings of the seventeenth
and eighteenth century were both modular and geometrical. The lines of the
design on paper could be practically repeated full-size with the aid of
strings on site. This helped to maintain accuracy in the work. Designing
with a regulating system of proportion was believed to have an inherent
superiority.

The square and circle were the most admired figures. The circle was
confined in its application to simple utilitarian structures. However, the
square figure was fundamental in all buildings because it was the module
through which most dimensions were generated.

The double—square, cube and root-two rectangle were also common figures.
The root-two rectangle has a length that is equal to the diagonal of a square ”
constructed on the breadth. The equilateral triangle also features ’
prominently in the design of elevations.15

In the book, ”A
Complete Body of Architecture” published in London in

1768, the architect, Isaac Ware elaborates on all aspects of building, yincluding items of proportion and their significance in architectural
design.1 From the earliest stages of design, proportion is seen to be a
most significant element. Proportion is applied in a systematic manner,
first to the whole of a building and then to each part: ”there is nothing
handsome that has not proportion.”17 _

Dimensions are determined through a proportion relating one to another.
It is emphasized that even though the elements of style may change, the ”
integrity of a building remains in its proportioning. Geometric figures are
seen as both necessary and pleasing, structurally as well as aesthetically,
in their application. The root—two rectangle, which is so common in Virginia

1“Lionel March and Philip Steadman, The Geometry of Environment
(Cambridge, M.I.T. Press, 197ß), pp. 225-229.

15For examples of the application of these figures in the buildings of
williamsburg see Marcus whiffen, The Eighteenth Century Houses of
williamsburg (Williamsburg, Colonial Williamsburg, 198u), pp. 85-88, 175,
185, 222-225; Marcus Whiffen, The Public Buildings of Williamsburg
(williamsburg, Colonial Williamsburg, 1958), pp. 2k, 80-82, 86, 100, 108,
157-160.

16Isaac ware, A Comglete Body of Architecture (London, 1768) reprinted
by (Gregg International Publishers Limited, 1971).

‘71b1d., p. $65.
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buildings is referred to ”as one best proportion in the respect of length,
breadth, and height, in a house whose plan is rectangular.”18

The rules the moderns have established, or endeavoured to
establish, are not so plain and simple as those we have
named from the antients. Some square the breadth, and then
drawing a diagonal from corner to corner of the square, they
give this as the best measure of the height.19

Furthermore, once a ”best proportion" is established, there is limitless
variety in the parts, and yet uniformity in the whole building. The
consequences of not using proportion are seen as unforgiving:

The most essential of all beauties in an edifice results
from a just proportion; . . . there is no building that ever
can be made to look well where there is any great error in
this respect; so, on the other hand, the architect may assure
himself that the plainest house will always have its beauty,
and give a satisfaction to the eye, when it is built in atrue proportion.2O

As in Virginia buildings of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,most ratios are not perceptible to the human eye; however, their presencedoes make an impression on the observer. The eye cannot tell when the heightof the eaves—cornice is half the height to the roof ridge, but the eye willperceive a difference if it is not. The general application of geometricaland modular proportioning systems is one of the factors that provides ahomogeneity which allows seventeenth and eighteenth century Virginiaarchitecture to be viewed as a coherent body of work, even though there existdifferences between one building and the next. , .
The square is the base geometric figure. The root—two rectangle is afigure which uses the square as its base. The diagonal length of the squareis in the ratio of root—two. The application of the system to buildingsinvolves the ratio between the diagonal length of a base square and the edgelength of that square. Dimensions and proportions are derived from a line ofgiven length by constructing one or more geometrical figures on that line. Aroot—two rectangle is constructed by making one edge length equal to thelength of the square. The new edge length then forms the side of a largersquare which can now be constructed on the line. The process when continued Aproduces subsequent geometric figures which proportionally increase in sizeaccording to a geometric series. Therefore, if a square has a length of 1,

181¤1¤., p. 604.

l91b1d., p. 660.

2°1¤1d., p. 607.
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the diagonal of which is /2, then the new square formed on the length of /2
has a diagonal of 2, so the arithmetic series develops in the ratios of
1: /7;; 2: 2./2} 4: 4./2z etc. and at the same time the series can decrease in
the same ratios.



This index and table serve to analytically illustrate the common traits which
are represented in the elevations. It is intended to be used in conjunction
with the elevations.

A. An equilateral triangle is used in the elevation.

B. The apex of an equilateral triangle of which the edge length is the width
of the building constructed on the water—table level determines;

1. the height of the chimney level.
2. the height of the roof—ridge level
5. the point of intersection of the roof slope if extended

C. The apex of an equilateral triangle of which the edge length is the width
of the building constructed at grade level determines;

1. the height of the chimney level.
2. the height of the roof—ridge level.
5. the point of intersection of the roof slope if extended.

D. The apex of an equilateral triangle of which the edge length is half the
width of the building, constructed at the eaves—cornice level, when
extended downward determines the water-table level.

E. An arc radiating from the center of the elevation on the water—table and
extending through the extremeties of the eaves—cornice level determines;

‘ 1. the height of the chimney level.
2. the height of the roof—ridge level.
5. the height of the dormer level.

if extending through the extremeties of the roof—ridge level determines;

4. the height of the chimney level.

F. An arc radiating from the center of the elevation at grade level and
extending through the extremeties of the eaves—cornice level determines; ’

1. the height of the roof-ridge level.

if extending through the extremeties of the roof—ridge level determines;

2. the height of the chimney level.

G. The lines of the roof slope if extended;

1. intersect at the chimney height level.
2. intersect at the apex of the equilateral triangle.
5. determine a condition of the chimney.
4. determine the center position of the dependencies. ·
5. determine the edge position of the dependencies.
6. determine the height to the eaves—cornice level.

15
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H. The lines of the roof pediment slope if extended intersect with the cornerof the building; ‘

1. at the string-course level. ‘
2. at the water-table level.
5. at grade level. °

I. The lines of the door pediment slope if extended intersect the corner of
the building;

1. at the eaves—cornice level.
2. at the water—table level. .5. at grade level.

J. $qu¤res determine the position of most elements, their height taken
between;

1. grade and water—table level. ”
2. grade and string-course level.
5. grade and eaves—cornice level.
4. grade and roof—ridge level.
5. grade and chimney height.

6. water—table level and string-course level.
7. water—table level and eaves-cornice level.
8. water-table level and roof—ridge level.
9. water-table level and chimney height.

10. string-course level and eaves-cornice level.

K. The position of some elements is determined using the propertioning system
employing the square and its root—two rectangle.
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ELEVATIONS

Most elevations starting with Bacon's Castle, show the use of the
equilateral triangle as the determinant of various elements. The equilateral
triangle’s single dimension is based on the length of a wall. The base of the
triangle rests either at grade level or the water-table level of the
building. The apex of the equilateral triangle can determine three elements:
the height of the roof—ridge, the height of the chimnies, or the roof slope,
with the apex acting as the point where the extended hypothetical lines of
the roof slope would intersect. In some examples like Westover, the length
of the elevation, with the height from the ground level to the eaves—cornice '
level forms a double—square. If an equilateral triangle is formed on the
length of the square with the base resting on the eaves—cornice level, then
the apex indicates the height of the water-table level.

An arc radiating from the center of the front elevation either at grade
level or the water-table level and extending through the extremities of the
eaves-cornice in many instances determines the height of the roof ridge. In
some examples like Ampthill, a second arc extending from the roof—ridge level
and radiating from the same point on the elevation determines the height of 1
the chimney level. ’

In many of the buildings the whole of the elevation, fits within a
square or double—square. The square’s parameters are usually between grade
level or water#tab1e level and the eaves-cornice level. A square is often ‘
formed to the roof—ridge or the chimney height in other examples.

f The slope of roof and door pediments is also determined by extending
their hypothetical lines to meet with several points: the intersection of
the grade level and the corner of the building as in Berkeley; the
intersection of the water+course level and the corner of the building as in
wilton; the intersection of the string-course and the corner of the building
as in Rocky Mills; and, where there are connecting dependencies, the
intersection at the sides or middle of the dependency as in Mannsfield. — °

Now that the major elements of a building have been determined, the
position of the windows, doors and other items is established. This is done ‘
primarily based on those heights already established. For example, by
constructing a square figure up to the eaves—cornice level the length of ”
which is from grade level, the water-table level or the string-course level, '
the parameters of the square establish either the edge or center point of the ‘ ·
windows. Using the root—two rectangle, squares of smaller or larger ratios

l 1 ‘
determine the positions of other windows and doors.

18
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Adam Thoroughgood House Princess Anne County 16kO
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B¤con's Costla Surry County 1550
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Ampthill Chestarfiald County 1732
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Gov6rnor"s Poloca Williomsburg 1706
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Gov6rnor·'s Puloca Williumsburg 1706
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The Pr6sident's House Williomsburg 1752
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George Wythe House Williomsburg 1750
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W6y¤¤¤k6 Charles City County 1740
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Berkeley Chorles City County 1726 A
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Berkeley Charles City County 1726
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Gunston Holl Foirfox County 1758
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Nelson House Yorktown 1726
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W¤St<>V6r° Chorlas City County 1725
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WeSt0v6r Charles City County 1726
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wilton Hanrico County 1754
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Rocky Mills Honovor County 1750
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Rocky Mills Honovar County 1750
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Carter·'s Grove James City County 1751
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Elmwood Essex County 1771+
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Blondfield Essex County 1765
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Mcnnsfield $pOt8Y1V0f\iO Cnty 1760
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Mcnnsfiald Spotsylvcnic Ccunty 1760
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Carlyle House Alexandria 1751
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Mount Vernon Fcirfux County 1774
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Mount Vernon Foirfox County 1771+
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Drayton Hall near Charleston S.C. 1758
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Mulberry Fields St. Mor*y's County M.D. 1760
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PLANS

The plans of Virginia buildings show the use of the proportioning system ·
most clearly. Commencing with the Brinson House which is a root-two
rectangle, the development of the Virginia building can be traced through to
Mount Vernon.

The plan develops from a root-two rectangle based on the square.
Internal partition walls in most instances are the direct result of the
parameters of the square or root-two rectangle. The different room sizes are y
directly proportional to the way in which the root-two rectangle forms the
base length of a new square.

The Moody House in Williamsburg is a transitional building because it
reflects how the growth of the house was based on the square and subsequent A
root-two rectangle. Built in the second quarter of the eighteenth century,
the house measured thirty—two feet by eighteen and had a central chimney that
served both rooms. A small entry between the front door and the chimney
measured six feet, four inches by four feet, six inches (root—two; one). _
This was a house_type more common in New England with only a small ‘
representation in Vürginia. The root-two ratio of six feet, four inches is
nine feet. Two such squares side-by-side total eighteen feet, which is the
width of the house. The root-two ratio of nine feet is twelve feet, nine
inches. Two such root-two rectangles total twenty—five feet, six inches,
plus the width of the entry, six feet, four inches is only two inches short
of thirty—two feet, which is the length of the house. The first addition was
a lean-to at the back which is based on the nine foot square. Later the
building was lengthened by thirteen feet to the west which is very close to
the root-two of nine feet, being twelve feet, nine inches. The central
chimney was taken down to permit a through passage and stairway of the normal
type, and end chimneys were erected. The result was a transformation to the A
central-passage type plan of the usual form with a lean—to extension. From
the outside there is nothing to show this to be the course of development by
which it arrived at that farm, a unique example of how the geometry of the
proportioning system~was utilized in the extension and·transformation of a
house.Tuckahoe

and Elsing Green are two further examples of transitional
buildings. Tuckahoe originally a central-passage type house of single room
depth when expanded into an H plan was again expanded using a one: root-two
ratio. ‘Elsing Green also originally a central-passage type house of single A
depth was expanded into a U plan based on the onezroot-two ratio.

Ampthill is the other unique example of a transitional building,
demonstrating a route, leading to the central—passage type house with a
double depth of rooms. Ampthill built around 1752 was originally built as a
central-passage type house with a single depth of rooms. This is not
peculiar, but what is peculiar is that the chimneys were placed not on the
end walls as convention, but rather were placed on the longitudinal walls.
It was thus anticipated that eventually the building would be enlarged. The
proportions of the rooms again show that two, root-two rectangles, end to
end, determine the length, while the square base of each root-two rectangle
determined the positions of the internal walls. The house was expanded into
a U plan type with the addition of two rooms based on the square figure from
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the original. There was a small courtyard within the U of the plan. Due to
its small size it was decided to eliminate the courtyard by connecting the
two wings and thus forming the more common central—passage type house with
the double depth of rooms. Again, simply by looking at Ampthill one would be
unlikely to detect the stages of development undergone by this building.

The majority of plans demonstrate variations on the central—passage type
house with a double-depth of rooms, based on the square and its root-two
rectangle. The level of sophistication in the application of the square and
root-two rectangle becomes much greater as the architecture develops.

Those houses with dependencies demonstrate that there is a formal
relationship between the main house and the dependency, both in plan and
elevation, again through the application of the square and root-two
rectangle. ‘
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BRINSON HOUSE PRINCESS ANNE COUNTY 1||I_

Located on Fresh Pond, this is a rare example of a seventeenth—century _
""""'one-room house, a frame building, story and one—half high. This one-room

plan is the elemental one. It has a gable roof and a large fireplace at one
end of the room. The plan is a root—two rectangle derived from the square
which determined the width of the house.

MATTASSIPPI ACCOMAC COUNTY e

When the one room plan was extended to two rooms, the new room was
built at the end away from the chimney; and this in turn had a chimney in
its end wall. The "end chimney°' house, characteristic of the South evolved
.asopposed to the ”center chimney” house of the North. The reason was
todissipatethe heat of the cook’s fire in the South while conserving it in Y
the North. The room on the right has its width based on a square, the V

‘

root—two rectangle of which proportions the length of the room. A square
formed from the edge length of the root—two rectangle gives the proportion
of the larger room. The partition wall is the connecting line between the —— es
root-two rectangle and the square which was formed fromit.ADAM

THDRDUCHGDDD HOUSE PRINCESS ANNE COUNTY 16l+O

This hall and parlor house is of brick construction with a gable roof.
It has the two—room plan that was common in the seventeenth century and into
the early eighteenth. The plan is based on two root—two rectangles. One
root—two rectangle is used to determine the width of the house. Like
Mattassippi, the new square formed from the edge length of the root—two
rectangle determines the position of the internal partition and the •-
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BRINSON HOUSE PRINCESS ANNECOUNTYLocatedon Fresh Pond, this is a rare example of a seventeenth—century A
one-room house, a frame building, story and one—half high. This one—room ‘
plan is the elemental one. It has a gable roof and a large fireplace at one
end of the room. The plan is a root-two rectangle derived from the square
which determined the width of the house. - A

MATTASSIPPI ACCOMAC COUNTY '
When the one room plan was extended to two rooms, the new room was

built at the end away from the chimney; and this in turn had a chimney in
A A ‘

its end wall. The ”end chimney” house, characteristic of the South evolved __ — °
as epposed to the ”center chimney” house of the North. The reason was to §“mHH

A A
dissipate the heat of the cook’s fire in the South while conserving it in
the North. The room on the right has its width based on a square, theA root-two rectangle of which proportions the length of the room. A square

. formed from the edge length of the root-two rectangle gives the proportion
of the larger room. The partition wall is the connecting line between the _ —- ——
root-two rectangle and the square which was formed from it. A

ADAM THOROUGHGOOD HOUSE PRINCESS ANNE COUNTY 1640 A A

This hall and parlor house is of brick construction with a gable roof.
It has the two—room plan that was common in the seventeenth century and into A
the early eighteenth. The plan is based on two root-two rectangles. One

AA AA A A

root-two rectangle is used to determine the width of the house. Like
Mattassippi, the new square formed from the edge length of the root-two · ° ‘ ‘
rectangle determines the position of the internal partition and the A A ' " Asubsequent ·root—two rectangle establishes overall dimensions. A A ' A' ‘ ” ‘
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MALVERN HILL HE~R1c0 coumv 1662

The entrance porch leads into the great room. This allows some privacy, II ,
however the position of the stoirs means the great room needs to be entered
in order to reach the stairs. The entrance porch is based on a square. The
rear parlor is a square formed from the edge length of the root-two
rectangle of the entrance porch. The room to the right is based on the
square formed from the edge length of the root-two rectangle of the rear __
parlor. A root-two rectangle formed from the large square determines the !Ü¤I|§
proportion of the greatroom.1

1 “ 1 1aAc0~ s cAsTLE sumav coumv 1660 I
TYI6 6|'1‘lLI’°¤I’\C6 pOI^Ch and StQiI" tOw6I" WOFB 0Xt6f1SlOnS TIGCOSSQPY to

maintain privacy in the great room. The entrance porch and stair tower are I
each square. The room to the left is based on the root-two rectangle
derived, as the arithmetic series based on the small squares progresses. |'

_‘

The great room has its proportion derived from the large square formed from °
-

•
-

•

the edge length of the root-two rectangle. |¤

FOSTER’S cAsTLE ~Ew KENT coumv 1685

with a single depth of rooms only four roomsfcould be obtained with
these plans. The stairs have been included in the main building and are
seporated from the great hall by placing them in the passage. The entrance
porch has been retained. The entrance porch is a square. Each of the main
rooms are square and the width of the passage is the root-two rectangle
extension of one of the squares.
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MALVERN HILL HENRICO COUNTY 1662

The entrance porch leads into the great room. This allows some privacy,
however the position of the stairs means the great room needs to be entered
in order to reach the stairs. The entrance porch is based on a square. The
rear parlor is a square formed from the edge length of the root—two
rectangle of the entrance porch. The room to the right is based on the
square formed from the edge length of the root—two rectangle of the rear

-parlor. A root-two rectangle formed from the large square determines
theproportionof the great room. IE

1 1 I 1
BACON'S CASTLE SURRY COUNTY 1660 I I

The entrance porch and stair tower were extensions necessary to
maintain privacy in the great room. The entrance porch and stair tower are I
each square. The room to the left is based on the root—two rectangle
derived, as the arithmetic series based on the small squares progresses. | I
The great room has its proportion derived from the largesquare formed from ' an

-
• •

the edge length of the root—two rectangle. I I .

FOSTER'S CASTLE NEW KENT COUNTY 1685

With a single depth of rooms only four rooms could be obtained with
these plans. The stairs have been included in the main building and are _
seporated from the great hall by placing them in the passage. The entrance
porch has been retained. The entrance porch is a square. Each of the main

_ rooms are square and the width of the passage is the root-two rectangle
extension of one of the squares.
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NELSON GALT HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG 1709

A timber, story and one—half example of a hall and parlor type house
converted to a hall—passage—par1or type at an early stage in its growth. As
originally planned the house had outside chimneys. The house parameters
were originally determined by placing two squares side-by—side. As the
house was lengthened at each end to incorporate the chimneys, it was
enlarged according to the root—two rectangle of one of the squares, thus the
plan became a square and its root—two rectangle placed beside one another. EV
BRACKEN HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG I = E I

A typical story and one—ha1f Williamsburg house of the E5

hall-passage—parlor type. It is one of the examples in which the eaves
cornice is precisely half as far from the ground as the roof ridge. In ‘

plan, it consists of two squares placed beside one another.

GEORGE—REID HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG

A late example of a story and one—ha1f house of the ha11—passage—par1or .
type. The axial symmetry of the house has been modified so that the end
chimneys have been placed with one inside and the other outside. In the
plan the house is two squares placed side—by—side. ‘ ‘ä'

I
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NELSON GALT HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG 1709

A timber, story and one-half example of a hall and parlor type house
converted to a hall-passage—par1or type at an early stage in its growth. As
originally planned the house had outside chimneys. The house parameters
were originally determined by placing two squares side-by-side. As the
house was lengthened at each end to incorporate the chimneys, it was
enlarged according to the root—two rectangle of one of the squares, thus the
plan became a square and its root—two rectangle placed beside one another. "

-
BRACKEN HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG EE

A typical story and one—half Williamsburg house of the EE
hall—passage—parlor type. It is one of the examples in which the eaves
cornice is precisely half os far from the ground as the roof ridge. In " “

plan, it consists of two squares placed beside one another.

GEORGE-REID HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG

A late example of a story and one-half house of the hall-passage—par1or .
type. The axial symmetry of the house has been modified so that the end
chimneys have been placed with one inside and the other outside. In the
plan the house is two squares placed side-by-side.

I
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JOHN BLAIR HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG I I
I 1

when the hall—passage—parlor house type became too small, one of the

‘
I

ways accommodations could by increased was simply to build a lean—to along
the back of the house, as is illustrated here. As originally built the
house was thirty—six feet by eighteen feet in plan (two eighteen feet
squares placed beside one another). The lean—to at the rear is nine feet
deep (half the eighteen foot square of the plan). Each of the main rooms is
a root-two rectangle, the base square of which is twe1ve—feet, nine inches.
This house is also another example in which the eaves cornice is half as farfrom the ground as the roof ridge. . ‘ ‘ r ‘ - _ E
vlETHERBURN’S TAVERN WILLIAMSBURG 17l+3 Ä H

Another means of adding to a building was an extension onto one end of
‘

Ithe house and in this case that of the large room and fireplace to the =
right. A square determines the width of the passage and three squares “

placed side—by—side establish the length of the passage and the width of
thehouse.Two squares placed side—by—side determine the proportions of the __ gg
_roomsto the rear and a larger square whose edge length is the length of two

H H _ _

squares determines the proportion of the two front rooms. The large
extension to the right is a square, the edge length of which is the width of
the building.

JAMES GEDDY HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG 1750

The L—plon of this house is not common, but lends itself to describing
one other means of extending the house, by building a wing onto the back.
The plan of the main building consists of a square added to its root-two
rectangle. The wing can be described as another root-two rectangle added to
the square to form the L—plan.
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JOHN BLAIR HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG gg
When the hall—passage-parlor house type became too small, one of the I

ways accommodations could by increased was simply to build a lean—to along
the back of the house, as is illustrated here. As originally built the
house was thirty—six feet by eighteen feet in plan (two eighteen feet ~
squares placed beside one another). The lean-to at the rear is nine feet
deep (half the eighteen foot square of the plan). Each of the main rooms is
a root-two rectangle, the base square of which is twelve-feet, nine inches.
This house is also another example in which the eaves cornice is half as far
from the ground as the roof ridge. .. -.. .„

WETHERBURN’S TAVERN WILLIAMSBURG 1743 I
Another means of adding to a building was an extension onto one end of ·

the house and in this case that of the large room and fireplace to the
right. A square determines the width of the passage and three squares
placed side-by-side establish the length of the passage and the width of the
house. Two squares placed side-by-side determine the proportions of the ;_ __ __
rooms to the rear and a larger square whose edge length is the length of two

__ _- °° ‘”

squares determines the proportion of the two front rooms. The large_
’

extension to the right is a square, the edge length of which is the width of
the building.

JAMES GEDDY HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG 1750

The L—plan of this house is not common, but lends itself to describing
one other means of extending the house, by building a wing onto the back.
The plan of the main building consists of a square added to its root-two
rectangle. The wing can be described as another root-two rectangle added to
the square to form the L-plan.
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MOODY HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG
There are two stages of development in describing this building. It is

a transitional house and unique in that its transfarmation can be shown to
follow the geometric system of proportioning described. As originally built
it had a central chimney with a room on either side. The small entry
between the front door and chimney measured six feet, four inches by
four—feet, six inches. A root—two rectangle is given by these twodimensions. Nine feet is the root—two of six—feet, four inches. Two

·

.squares, nine feet each determine the width of the house at eighteen feet.The root-two of nine feet is twelve—feet, nine inches. Two suchroot—tworectangles
end—to-end and the six—feet, four inch passage are only two

inches short of the total length of the house.
= =A Lean-to is the first addition to the rear of the house. The lean—to

'

‘
is nine feet wide. Several changes take place where the house
istransformedinto a central—passage type house. These changes start with the
removal of the central chimney and the addition of end chimneys, and an
extension to the one side. The extension is based on the nine foot square
and subsequent root—two dimension of twelve—feet, nine inches to determine
its width. The length of the extension is the same as that of the width of
the building.

This is a unique example also in that it shows that a house was never a
permanent unchanging structure, but that it could and sometimes did change,
not in an arbitrary way but according to its method of proportioning.,€ll€ll},
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There are two stages of development in describing this building. It is
a transitional house and unique in that its transformation can be shown to
follow the geometric system of proportioning described. As originally built
it had a central chimney with a room on either side. The small entry
between the front door and chimney measured six feet, four inches by
four—feet, six inches. A root-two rectangle is given by these two W -
dimensions. Nine feet is the root-two of six—feet, four inches. Two
squares, nine feet each determine the width of the house at eighteen feet.
The root-two of nine feet is twelve—feet, nine inches. Two such root-two ·
rectangles end—to-end and the six—feet, four inch passage are only two
inches short of the total length of the house.

A Lean—to is the first addition to the rear of the house. The lean—to
is nine feet wide. Several changes take place where the house is
transfarmed into a central-passage type house. These changes start with the

W

removal of the central chimney and the addition of end chimneys, and an
extension to the one side. The extension is based on the nine foot square
and subsequent root-two dimension of twelve—feet, nine inches to determine
its width. The length of the extension is the same as that of the width of
the building.

This is a unique example also in that it shows that a hause was never a
permanent unchanging structure, but that it could and sometimes did change,
not in an arbitrary way but accerding to its method of proportioning. I

» W V
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TUCKAHOE GOOCHLAND COUNTY 1750 1

Tuckahoe reached its final form through the addition of a T to an older ¤central-passage type house, thus creating the H—plan. This arrangement gr
consists of two wings with central—passage plans, connected by a large =single room, but not orientated to present the court to the approach.
Asquareand its root—two rectangle determine the width and length of the __ g

—

passage. A larger square formed from the edge length of the root—two
— — — _

1
rectangle gives the proportions of the single room on either side of the
passage. A root—two rectangle formed from the edge length of the square
determines the proportions of the connecting large room.

STRATFORD HALL WESTMORELAND COUNTY 1725

Stratford Hall was conceived as an H—plan and took this form in a
continuous building operation, unlike Tuckahoe, which resulted from altera—

- -

_ _

-

_

tions. The internal partitions are based an small squares. The root—two
rectangles formed from these squares give the overall width of the wings. IiILargersquares are constructed on the edge length of the root-·two '
rectangles. Two such squares placed beside each other give the overall _ _ _
proportion of the wings. The connecting room is proportioned by the large |l

“ ' Il

r' _ _ ‘ qu
nä 1 II 11

1 1 1 1 — I
l
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TUCKAHOE GOOCHLAND COUNTY 1750 I I

Tuckahoe reached its final form through the addition of a T to an older
— _ _ —

central—passage type house, thus creating the H-plan. This arrangement E
consists of two wings with central—p¤ssage plans, connected by a large E =single room, but not orientated to present the court to the approach. A ä §
square and its root—two rectangle determine the width and length of the : _ _
possage. A larger square formed from the edge length of the root—two

— _
.

rectangle gives the proportions of the single room on either side of the Vpossage. A root—two rectangle formed from the edge length of the square
determines the proportions of the connecting large room.

STRATFORD HALL IIIIESTMORELAND COUNTY 1725 I

Stratford Hall was conceived as an H—p1an and took this form in a‘ continuous building operation, unlike Tuckahoe, which resulted from altera-
- - - -

.-
_

tions. The internal partitions are based on small squares. The root—two I
rectangles formed from these squares give the overall width of the wings. I I I I .
Larger squares are constructed on the edge length of the root—=two _ ·
rectangles. Two such squares placed beside each other give the overall

- -proportion of the wings. The connecting room is proportioned by the large I I
square.

I E I
I E I I I_

-

_
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_
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ELSING GREEN KING WILLIAM COUNTY 1758I"
fl' 'I '

This is a U—p1an house with a hall in the main block and a long hall I
·•‘||"I”|""intersectingit in the rear, opening both into the front rooms and those in I! I
the wings. In this way four rooms are obtained on each floor, and on the !
first floor there are entrances on each of the four elevations of
thebuilding.The proportioning seems to indicate that the wings and rear
passage were added at a later date. The squares from which the front and I! I
rear sections develop are of different sizes. A square determines the width
of the front passage and its root-two rectongle establishes its length. The Z Z Z

"largersquare formed from the root-two rectangle gives the proportion of the
room to the left of the passage, and the root-two rectongle formed from that
larger square determines the proportion of the room to the right of the
passage. The width of the rear passage is based on a smaller square. The
larger square formed from the length of the root-two rectongle determines
the proportion of the wing rooms.

BRUSH—EvERARO HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG 1717

A Williamsburg example of the of the U—plan. The chimney position _
against the longitudinal wall suggests that planned enlargements were
intended in the future and were subsequently made, achieving the U-plan.
This house is another example in which the eaves cornice is half as far from { !
the ground as the roof—ridge. The width and length of the passage is
determined by two squares laid beside each other. The rooms are each
square, the edge length of which is the length of the passage. i=lII— 1 -1nur

1 1"I
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ELSING GREEN KING WILLIAM COUNTY 1758

This is a U—plan house with a hall in the main block and a long
hallintersectingit in the rear, opening both into the front rooms and those in I I
the wings. In this way four rooms are obtained on each floor, and on the
first floor there are entrances on each of the four elevations of the
building. The proportioning seems to indicate that the wings and reor
passage were added at a later date. The squares from which the front and I |
rear sections develop are of different sizes. A square determines the width
of the front passage and its root—two rectongle establishes its length. The " " "

_

-
—

larger square formed from the root—two rectongle gives the proportion of the
room to the left of the passage, and the root-two rectongle formed from that
larger square determines the proportion of the room to the right of the
passage. The width of the rear passage is based on a smaller square. The
larger square formed from the length of the root—two rectongle determines
the proportion of the wing rooms.

BRUSH—EVERARD HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG 1717

A Williamsburg example of the of the U-plan. The chimney position _A
against the longitudinal wall suggests that planned enlargements were
intended in the future and were subsequently made, achieving the U-plan.
This house is another example in which the eaves cornice is half as far from { I
the ground as the roof—ridge. The width and length of the passage is
determined by two squares laid beside each other. The rooms are each
square, the edge length of which is the length of the passage. II"

{ ä {
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AMPTHILL cHEsTERF1E1.0 coumv 1732

Built before 1732, Ampthill was enlarged twice and refinished about
1750. As first constructed it had a central passage with one room on either
side. Later, as originally provided for, two wings were built against the
FGOV wdl]., each containing OTI6 |"OOm, with an Op6I’1 court b6EW89I'\, OS at
Elsing Green and the Brush—Everard House. The house at this time was two
storeys high, surmounted by a hipped roof, and had two chimneys in the rear _ _ _ _
elevation. About 1750, Ampthill was enlarged by roofing over the court and

lchanging the location of the stair. This alteration not only provided a I I |
larger hall, but also gave access to all four wing rooms without traversingthe front rooms. IIn plan, squares determine the room proportion and the overall
dimensions are established by the root-two rectangles formed from the |' [ lä [
squares, laid end—to—end. The wing rooms utilize the same square proportion

-

-1

·

..
_

_

as established in the original building. When the court is closed the same I I!'
root-two rectangles laid end—to—end give overall proportions. When the
Echimneyswere built up in the alteration, there is some space which is I Iunaccounted for by the proportioning system.

I
1

The roof plan underwent changes consistent with the floor plan. _ _ _ _
Originally it had a hip roof with temporary gables to take future wing
roofs. When the wings were added, forming a court, the hips were continued
from the temporary gables. Later the court was eliminated and the space was
covered by another hip. Because of the many hipped roofs and internal _, _ _ _

-gutters, it was decided to make the final roof into a hip on hip. '
A unique transitional building showing the development of a |

‘

|
single—depth central-passage type house into a doub1e—depth central-passage
type house which became the typical mansion type of the period.

'hl "' ’
- I1I .. I
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| E IAMPTHILL CHESTERFIELD COUNTY 17521
1 1 1

Built before 1752, Ampthill was enlarged twice and refinished about
1750. As first constructed it had a central passage with one room an either
side. Later, as originally provided for, two wings were built against the
rear wall, each containing one room, with an open court between, as at
Elsing Green and the Brush-Everard House. The house at this time was two
storeys high, surmounted by a hipped roof, and had two chimneys in the rear _ _ _ _
elevation. About 1750, Ampthill was enlarged by roofing over the court and
changing the location of the stair. This alteration not only provided a I I I I
larger hall, but also gave access to all four wing rooms without traversing
the front rooms.

In plan, squares determine the room proportion and the overall
dimensions are established by the root-two rectangles formed from the | | | |
squares, laid end-to-end. The wing rooms utilize the same square proportion
as established in the original building. when the court is closed the same __
root-two rectangles laid end·-to—end give overall proportions. When the §
chimneys were built up in the alteration, there is some space which is I §§ Iunaccounted for by the proportioning system.

The roof plan underwent changes consistent with the floor plan. _ _ _ _
Originally it had a hip roof with temporary gables to take future wing
roofs. When the wings were added, forming a court, the hips were continued
from the temporary gables. Later the court was eliminated and the space was
covered by another hip. Because of the many hipped roofs and internal

_ _ _ _
gutters, it was decided to make the final roof into a hip on hip.

A unique transitional building showing the development of a | |
single-depth central-passage type house into a double-depth central-passage
type house which became the typical mansion type of the period.

· H··mm:-ääu

I I
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60vER~0R·s PALAcE WILLIAMSBURG 1706
| IThe Governor’s Palace is believed to be the first building having a

double depth of rooms in Virginia. The two front rooms on either side of
the main entrance lobby are square. A larger square whose edge length is " " 1 ' "that of the root—two rectangle formed from the square estoblishes the
proportion of the right rear room. Two such squares beside one another
determine the width of the building, while the larger square ploced beside _ y
its root—two rectongle determines the length of thebuilding.PsvrouRA~ool.PH House w1l.l.1AMs6uR61715An

early example of a house with a double depth of rooms with an iv
unusua mQS$1V6 C0nt|"0 C lmnßy. 6 OLIS6 1S SQUQPG ln an an l IIIIQ11y ‘ 1 n' Th n ‘ ‘ pl d‘fdividedinto four smaller equal squares, the position of internal walls can I

1be determined. ·
I

0R. aARRAu0 HOUSE w1l.L1AMsauR6
_ — _

The external proportions of the building correspond to a root—two
rectongle. The proportions of the upper left—hand room are those of a
root-two rectongle. The square formed from the edge length of the root—two
rectongle gives the proportions of the lower right—hand room. The upper
left hand room is proportioned by a root—two rectangle.

7MIL? ?
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GOVERNOR’S PALACE WILLIAMSBURG 1706

I l ·The Governor’s Palace is believed to be the first building having a
double depth of rooms in Virginia. The two front rooms on either side of
the main entrance lobby are square. A larger square whose edge length is

- - - -that of the root—two rectangle formed from the square establishes the
proportion of the right rear room. Two such squores beside one another
determine the width of the building, while the larger square placed beside __ __
its root—two rectangle determines the length of the building.

PEYTON RANDOLPH HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG 1715 I I
An early example of a house with a double depth of rooms with an I

unusually massive central chimney. The house is square in plan and if
divided into four smaller equal squores, the position of internal walls can _be determined. IDR. BARRAUD HOUSE »wILLIAMSBURG —_ -_

The external proportions of the building correspond to a root—two
rectangle. The proportions of the upper left—hand room are those of a
root—two rectangle. The square formed from the edge length of the root—two
rectangle gives the proportions of the lower right—hand room. The upperleft hand room is proportioned by a root-two rectangle. ~ . .
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THE BRAFFERTON WILLIAMSBURG 1725
— — — —

This is one of the first buildings to use diagonally placed
fireplaces. Two squares laid side—by—side determine the width of the
building as well as the position of internal partitions. The length of the
building is determined by placing two, root—two rectangles formed from the
squares, end—to—end. - .. _ _ _

T 7N l
TEBBS HOUSE DUMFRIES 1760 I _ |

In plan the house had a central stair hall with one large room on the —•

-leftand two smaller rooms on the right. The width of the house is Y;
=‘§

determined by placing two squares beside each other. Room proportions I I
correspond to the root—two rectangle of these squares. _

-
II ju

-
t

PRESIDENT'S HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG 1752

The President’s House is simple in the geometry which may have been
used in its proportioning. Two squares side—by—side determine the width of
the house. Three of the same squares placed side—by—side determine the
length of the house.

_ _ -—
_

—
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THE BRAFFERTON WILLIAMSBURG 1725
— — — —

This is one of the first buildings to use diagonally placed
fireplaces. Two squares laid side-by-side determine the width of the
building as well as the position of internal partitions. The length of the A
building is determined by placing two, root—two rectangles formed from the _

squares, end—to-end.
_ _ _ _

~

TEBBS HOUSE DUMFRIES 1760 I _ |

In plan the house had a central stair hall with one large room on
theleftand two smaller rooms on the right. The width of the house is =
determined by placing two squares beside each other. Room proportions I I
correspond to the root—two rectangle of these squares. _

2

1PRES.IDENT'SHOUSE WILLIAMSBURG 1752 A

The President's House is simple in the geometry which may have been
used in its proportioning. Two squares side—by—side determine the width of

‘

the house. Three of the same squares placed side—by—side determine the
length of the house.

_
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—
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GEORGE WYTHE HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG 1750 I I

In plan the George Wythe House has the standard central—passage, ¤— 1 1 -—
two—room depth arrangement. The rooms are all based on squares with two
placed side—by—side establishing the width of the house. Like Ampthill and
the Brafferton, the root—two rectangles formed from these squares when
placed end—to—end determine the length of the building.

1 1 1 1 1

BERKELEY CHARLES CITY COUNTY
1726Thehouse has the central—passage, ridge—chimney plan of the second I Y I

half of the eighteenth century. The same application of proportion is used L;
here as was used in the Tebbs House. Two squares placedside—by—sidedetermine

the width of the building. Their root—two rectangles establish
‘

I QT; _;é — 7
the length of the rooms. The total building length is determined by adding

‘ ‘"°
·

the root-two rectangle to a larger square whose edge length is the width of ‘
the building. I I I

GUNSTON HALL FAIRFAX COUNTY 1758 _ _ _ _ _

A central—passage type house with a double depth of rooms and a small
passage running to the side between the left front and rear rooms. The
proportion of the rooms on the left are based on root—two rectangles. The
width of the house is obtained by placing a square beside a root-two

‘
ä' ' ' ' '

rectangle. The overall length of the building is determined by adding the

~

l
root—two rectangle to a square whose edge length is the building width. Q;

1-

ÄII ‘
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GEORGE WYTHE HOUSE WILLIAMSBURG 1750 I I

In plan the George Wythe House has the standard central—passage, nn an an nn
two—room depth arrangement. The rooms are all based on squares with two
placed side-by—side establishing the width of the house. Like Ampthill and
the Brafferton, the root—two rectangles formed from these squares when
placed end—to-end determine the length of the building.

Ä 1 1

BERKELEY CHARLES CITY COUNTY 1726 iü:.15: 55 _
The house has the central-passage, ridge—chimney plan of the second I

—ä_
I

half of the eighteenth century. The same application of proportion is used
here as was used in the Tebbs House. Two squares placed side—by-sidedetermine the width of the building. Their root—two rectanglesestablishthe

length of the rooms. The total building length is determined by adding
the root-two rectangle to a larger square whose edge length is the width of _
the building. I I

GUNSTON HALL FAIRFAX COUNTY 1758 _ _ _ _

A central-passage type house with a double depth of rooms and a small
passage running to the side between the left front and rear rooms. The wproportion of the rooms on the left are based on root-two rectangles. The .
width of the house is obtained by placing a square beside a root—two " ' ' ° ' '
rectangle. The overall length of the building is determined by adding the ;-;~——-«--
root—two rectangle to a square whose edge length is the building width.

”°
EZ:

1 1 I I 1 1
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-—Thehouse has an off-center passage. The buildings exterior wallsÜdefinea root-two rectangle. The square of the root-two rectangledefinesthe
left passage wall. Rooms are proportioned according to squares and

— 1 — —

root-two rectangles, however, they do not relate to one another, as having
been derived one from the other.

wssrovsn cHARLEs CITY cou~Tv 1726 ‘ ° - - T
IT

Although the entrance is in the center of the building, the passage
Eitself is slightly off—center. The plan gives two long rooms at one side * ? Aand two square ones on the other. The width of the passage is determined by I

a square. Two root-two rectangles derived from this square and placed ?y
end-to—end establish the width of the house. Larger squares formed from the

Y Iedge length of the root-two rectangles give the proportion of the rooms on
the left. The root-two rectangle formed from this larger square determines _
the proportion of the rooms to the right of the passage.

WILTON HENRICO COUNTY 1754 - - - .,. - ..

The passage is off-center as in the Nelson House and Westover. Like
the other examples the width of the building is determined by placing two
squares side-by-side. The length is that of three squares placed alongside —_ _ _

-one another. A large square whose edge length is the width of the building Ivllml Iconstructed on the right exterior wall, defines the position of the left
wall in the passage. ré

I I

I

1 V ¤
1 —

_ _

-
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NELSON HOUSE YORKTOWN 1726 I IThe house has an off-center passage. The buildings exterior walls
define a root—two rectangle. The square of the root—two rectangle defines
the left passage wall. Rooms are proportioned according to squares and

— — —

root-two rectangles, however, they do not relate to one another, as having
been derived one from the other.

wssrovsn cnnmss CITY coumv 1726 "" ' IM " " "I ::..*;*1%:: I
Although the entrance is in the center of the building, the passage ...• gg;

itself is slightly off—center. The plan gives two long rooms at one side ~· __
and two square ones on the other. The width of the passage is determined by I Ia square. Two root—two rectangles derived from this square and placed

Iend—to—end establish the width of the house. Larger squares formed from the Iedge length of the root-two rectangles give the proportion of the rooms on ·
the left. The root—two rectangle formed from this larger square determines _
the proportion of the rooms to the right of the passage.

WILTON HENRICO COUNTY 1754
_ _ _

-

_
-1

The passage is off-center as in the Nelson House and Westover. Like
the other examples the. width of the building is determined by placing two
squares side—by-side. The length is that of three squares placed alongside — — —

_

one another. A large square whose edge length is the width of the building I llllll Iconstructed on the right exteriorwall, defines the position of the left
wall in thepassage.¤
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MARMION KING GEORGECOUNTYI

The plan has a broad entrance hall into which a narrower stair
hallopens.There appears to be two separate base square dimensions from which I
the house gains its proportions. The partition which separates the front __ _ _ _ _ _
and rear rooms is not in the center of the building, being closer to the .
front. The front left room is a square, the entrance hall and right front
room are root—two rectangles laid end—to—end. The width of the stair hall
is based on a smaller square. The length af the stair hall is the root—two
rectangle of the square. The left rear room is a larger square whose edge 1 1 1 1 1
length is the length of the stair hall, while the right rear room is
theroot—tworectangle of the larger square.

I

‘

I
ROCKY MILLS HANOVER COUNTY 1750

A broad entrance salon leads to a narrower subsidiary hall beyond. |—

-

r ' |
Like Marmion, two separate base square dimensions determine the proportions
of the front and the rear of the building. The entrance hall is a root—two
rectangle af the square which proportions the room to the left. The
narrower hall is two squares side-by-side. These form the edge length of I Ithe larger squares that establish the proportions of the rooms an either
side.

1 1 I I
KENMORE FREDRICKSBURG 1755

Kenmore, unlike Marmion and Rocky Mills utilizes the base square in
establishing all other proportions. The lower right room is a square. Two _ _ __ _ _
root—two rectangles based on the square determine the entrance hall and ° ' " '
small passage width. A larger square whose edge length is the length of the I
root—two rectangle establishes the proportion of the lower left and upper 1
right rooms. The upper left room is the root—two rectangle of the larger 1
square.

1 I
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MARMION KING GEORGE COUNTY

The plan has a broad entrance hall into which a narrower stair hall
opens. There appears to be two separate base square dimensions from which I
the house gains its proportions. The partition which separates the front _ __ _ __ _ _
and rear rooms is not in the center of the building, being closer to the .
front. The front left room is a square, the entrance hall and right front
room are root—two rectangles laid end—to—end. The width of the stair hall °
is based on a smaller square. The length of the stair hall is the root—two "
rectangle of the square. The left rear room is a larger square whose edge — — — —
length is the length of the stair hall, while the right rear room is the Iluuul
root-two rectangle of the larger square.
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ROCKY MILLS HANOVER COUNTY 1750

A broad entrance salon leads to a narrower subsidiary hall beyond. |
Like Marmion, two separate base square dimensions determine the proportions

” 1

of the front and the rear of the building. The entrance hall is a root—two
rectangle of the square which proportions the room to the left. The
narrower hall is two squares side—by—side. These form the edge length of I I

”

the larger squares that establish the proportions of the rooms on either
side. .

nn nn uu un
KENMORE FREDRICKSBURG 1755

Kenmore, unlike Marmion and Rocky Mills utilizes the base square in
establishing all other proportions. The lower right room is a square. Two

_

-

_ _

root—two rectangles based on the square determine the entrance hall and
small passage width. A larger square whose edge length is the length of the

‘

root—two rectangle establishes the proportion of the lower left and upper
right rooms. The upper left room is the root—two rectangle of the larger
square.
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CARTER’S GROVE JAMES CITY COUNTY 1751 &
CLEVE° KING GEORGE COUNTY 1751+

The plan and proportions of these two buildings are almost identical.
The entrance hall is broadened toward the main entrance, leading into the
narrower stoir hall. The plans are symmetrical about the central axis with
two rooms on either side of each hall. The base square has an edge length
the width of the stair hall. The root—two rectangle of this square
determines the length of the stair hall. A larger square constructed on the
edge length of the root—two rectangle determines the proportions of each of
the four rooms. The root—two rectangle formed from the larger square

- - *
-establishes the proportions of the entrance hall and the width of theservants’ lobbies on either side of the two rear rooms. ä -
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CARTER'S GROVE JAMES CITY COUNTY 1751 &
CLEVE KING GEORGE COUNTY 1754

The plan and proportions of these two buildings are almost identical.
The entrance hall is broadened toward the main entrance, leading into the
narrower stair hall. The plans are symmetrical about the central axis with
two rooms on either side of each hall. The base square has an edge length
the width of the stair hall. The root—two rectangle of this square
determines the length of the stair hall. A larger square constructed on the
edge length of the root—two rectangle determines the proportions of each ofthe four rooms. The root-two rectangle formed from the larger square

- - ml * *establishes the proportions of the entrance hall and the width of the NW Aservants’ lobbies on either side of the two rear rooms.b:
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is 0 large entrance lobby in which the stairs are located. Each
Iroomis located in the corners of the building with 0 connecting passageway «
between. The rooms are all square. The projections on either side arise I
from the extension of the root—two rectangles formed from the squares. A ‘

larger square whose edge length is the width of the projection on either I I
side of the building, when placed side—by—side determine the length of the

‘
' *

¤•
-

.
main portion of the building. The root—two extension formed on either side
of the squares establishes the width of the main part of the building.

F “ E
MENOKIN RICHMOND CouNTY 1769

A small entrance stair hall leads directly into three of the four IIrooms. The base square determines the width of the entrance stair hall ·*
while its root-two rectangle establishes its length. A larger square con-

i

structed on the edge length of the root—two rectangle give the proportions I
‘

of the two front rooms. The root—two rectangle of this larger square I
— X

determines the proportions of the right rear room and 0 still larger square SE 1
constructed on the edge length of the root—two rectangle determines the - I
proportions of the largest room. *4

h 4‘ n
SHIRLEY CHARLES CITY CCUNTY 1765

Like Rosewell, Shirley has an entrance lobby containing the stairs. = =
—

= =
The plan is square. The length of the sides of the building are determined
when 0 square is placed beside its root—two rectangle. The upper right and
lower left rooms are based on the square while the upper left room is I Iproportioned on its root—two rectangle. The entrance lobby is proportioned
on the larger square formed from the root—two rectangle.

I I‘* E
_
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ROSEWELL GLOUCESTER coumv 1726 I IIIIIIIIIIII I
‘ There is a large entrance lobby in which the stairs are located. Each I I

room is located in the corners of the building with a connecting passageway
between. The rooms are all square. The projections on either side arise
from the extension of the root—two rectangles formed from the squares. A
larger square whose edge length is the width of the projection on either
side of the building, when placed side—by—side determine the length of the

‘
"

IIII I- ,
main portion of the building. The root—two extension formed on either side

‘

of the squares establishes the width of the main part of the building.
’ ‘

I I
MENCKIN RICHMOND COUNTY 1769

A small entrance stair hall leads directly into three of the four I Irooms. The base square determines the width of the entrance stair hall
while its root—two rectangle establishes its 'length. A larger square con- '
structed on the edge length of the root—two rectangle give the proportions

I

of the two front rooms. The root-two rectangle of this larger square
determines the proportions of the right rear room and a still larger square E
constructed on the edge length of the root-two rectangle determines the . § I
proportions of the largest room.

I I
SHIRLEY CHARLES CITY COUNTY 1765

Like Rosewell, Shirley has an entrance lobby containing the stairs.
_ _ _ _

The plan is square. The length of the sides of the building are determined
when a square is placed beside its root—two rectangle. The upper right and
lower left rooms are based on the square while the upper left room is I I

‘

proportioned on its root-two rectangle. The entrance lobby is proportioned
on the larger square formed from the root—two rectangle.

I I
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SCOTCHTOWN HANOVER COUNTY 1725 II
This is a semi—formal frame house of large size. There are eight rooms

on the one floor. Each group of four rooms is clustered around a central
chimney. A large square the edge length of which is the width of the
building contains the four rooms at either end of the house. The central
passage width is the combined root—two extensions of the squares which
proportion each of the four rooms on either side of the passage.

ELMWOOD ESSEX COUNTY 177l+
The central hall has corridors which extend to the rooms at the ends of

the building. The width of the central hall is determined by a square and
its length by two squares side—by—side. The larger square formed from the
edge length of the root—two rectangle of the square determines the
proportion of the room to the far right, and its root—two rectangle
establishes the proportion of the room to the far left. The corridor width __ _ ‘ __ ¤ • _
is determined by a smaller base square the length of which is two squares ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

r
‘

mmjm
”

placed beside one another. The porch width is based on a larger square whose[lengthis the edge length of the root-two rectangle. An even larger square '
whose length is the edge length of the root-two rectangle establishes the
proportions of the room on either side of central hall.

u 1 „I I I I l l I I I I
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SCOTCHTOWN HANOVER COUNTY 1725 . A I

This is a semi—formal frame house of large size. There are eight rooms
on the one floor. Each group of four rooms is clustered around a central

—_ ”_ ‘—_ °' " °— ‘“‘ “‘
chimney. A large square the edge length of which is the width of the
building contains the four rooms at either end of the house. The central ”
passage width is the combined root—two extensions of the squares which
proportion each of the four rooms on either side of the passage.

ELMWOOD ESSEX COUNTY 177#

A The central hall has corridors which extend to the rooms at the ends of
the building. The width of the central hall is determined by a square and
its length by two squares side-by-side. The larger square formed from the
edge length of the root—two rectangle of the square determines the
proportion of the room to the far right, and its root—two rectangle
establishes the proportion of the room to the farj left. The corridor width

_ _ _ _
I I

-

_

- -
is determined by a smaller base square the length of which is two squares Iuuuuuplaced beside one another. The porch width is based on a larger square whose I

‘
length is the edge length of the root—two rectangle. An even larger square
whose length is the edge length of the root—two rectangle establishes the
proportions of the room on either side of central hall.

I
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SABINE HALL RICHMOND COUNTY 1729

. Sabine Hall has dependencies attached to the main building' ‘ on the same axis. The main house has a central passage whose‘ ’ ~ width is determined by a square. The root—two rectangle formed
· from the square establishes the proportion of the upper left and” E right and lower left rooms. The root—two rectangle when added to— °the square determines the width of the building. A larger square

·formed from the edge length of the root—two rectangle determines ‘
the proportion of the lower right room. The two roomsA
immediately on either side of the main building are proportioned
with root-two rectangles. The terminal buildings follow the

_ system of proportioning but do not relate to the proportions of. the central block.- 7

VBRANDON PRINCE GEORGE COUNTY 1765

. The plan is a five-point scheme with central block, wings,
connections, and terminal buildings. The central block is
proportioned to a root—two rectangle. Each wing is proportioned
to a square whose edge length is the length of the root—two
rectangle which determined the proportion of the connections.
The terminal buildings have a central passage. Each room is
square and the passage width is the root—two extension of the one
of the squares.
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Brondon Prince George County 1765
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BLANDFIELD ESSEX COUNTY 1765
‘ The dependencies are not on the same axis as the central. block but project in front of the building so as to enclose a

forecourt, being connected to the main building with straight
passageways. All of the rooms in the central block except the
entrance lobby and the room directly behind are square in their
proportion. The stair halls are the root—two extension of one of
the squares. The width of the entrance lobby is determined by a
smaller square, the root—two rectangle of which establishes it°s
length. The room behind the entrance lobby is determined by the
root—two rectangle. The dependencies are determined by placing
two squares whose proportion is the same as those of the entrance
lobby, side-by—side. A larger square whose edge length is the
length of the dependencies establishes the position of the
dependencies in relation to the central block of the building.
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Blondfield Essex County 1765 ‘
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MOUNT AIRY RICHMOND COUNTY 1758

The house consists of a two—story rectangular central blockwith a pedimented central pavilion; an entrance forecourt isformed by dependencies at the end of quadrants connected to thecentral block by curved covered passageways. A square determinesthe proportion of the lower right room, the lower left room andthe upper left room of the central block. The root—two rectangleformed from the edge length of the square determines theproportion of the upper right room, and the root-two extension ofone of the squares determines the width of the stair hall betweenthe two left rooms. Two larger squares placed side—by—side —determine the width and length of the center entrance portion.The root—two rectangle formed from the square, when centered,between the front and rear walls, determines the proportion ofthe entrance lobby. The two dependencies are each square. Theright dependency has rooms whose proportion is determined by fourequal smaller squares. The left dependency entrance stair hall ‘
is square. The root—two rectangle formed from the squareestablishes the proportion of the lower left and right rooms. Alarger square whose edge length is the length of the root—tworectangle determines the proportion of the upper left room. Theconnecting curved passageway utilizes the square of thedependencyin determining the distance and position of thedependency in relation to the central block. The thickness ofthe passageway is the root—two extension of the square.
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Mount Airy Richmond County 1758
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MANNSFIELD SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY 1760

Like Mount Airy the central block is connected to the
corecourt dependencies by a curved covered passageway. The
connecting passageways enter at the center of the sides of the
central block. The width of the central passage is determined by
a square. The root-two rectangle of the square determines the
length of the entrance hall and stair hall. The root-two
rectangle also establishes the proportions of the upper right and
left room. The root-two extension of the square determines the
width of the servants hall. A larger square whose edge length is
the length of the root-two rectangle establishes the proportion "
of the left and right front rooms. Each dependency is
proportioned by two squres placed side-by—side. The right

_ dependency rear room is a root-two rectangle.
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'Monnsfiald Spotsylvoniu County 1760
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MOUNT VERNON FAIRFAX COUNTY 1774

Mount Vernon is the result of a series of skillful
alterations and additions rather than one clean—cut operation.
The house was raised to two stories, and sections were added to ‘
either end to increase the accomodations and importance of the
central block,. The whole was coverd by a hipped roof and a
pedimented gable was added to the approach front. Gabled ’ ‘
dependencies were connected.to the house by curved arcaded
passageways. Finally a two-story porch was added to the river
front and a cupola placed upon the roof. The width and length of
the passage is determined by a square and its root-two rectangle
placed end—to—end. The root—two rectangle also establishes the
proportion of the two rear rooms directly beside the central
passage. A larger square whose edge length is the length of the
root—two rectangle determines the proportion of the two front
rooms directly beside the central possage. Each depndency is

_

porportioned by two of the larger squares placed beside one
another. The room to the far right of the central block has it’s
proportion determined by placing the root—two rectangle beside
its larger square. The large room to the far left is a root-two
rectangle. The square which forms the basis of this large root-
two rectangle establishes the position of the dependencies in
relation to the central block.
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Mount Vernon Foirfox County 177h
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS

.Public buildings represent a small group that also use the same
principals of proportion but in a less complicated method of application.

The ”elegant safe Magazine,” referred to by Sir William keith, as being
designed by Governor Alexander Spotswood, illustrates the application of the
root—two rectangle first in the octagonal plan and second in the elevation, d
whereby the apex of the roof is determined by a root—two rectangle, the base °V _‘
square of which is the width of the building. The roof slope lines if ' V

‘
extended determine the position of the brick fence surrounding the building.

‘

The equilateral triangle can be seen to determine the roof slope an the
King William County Court House and the Isle of Wight County Court House.

‘
Other Court Houses show the use of the square in determining other elements ‘ ‘
of design as in the Virginia houses. V
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Court House Chorlos City County 1750

Court House King William County 17#6 „. ‘ „ _
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coun; House Honovar County 1750
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Public Records Office williomsburg 1748
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The Mcgczina Willicmsburg 1714
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SECTIONS

The two sections presented, of Gunsten Hall and the Public RecordsOffice, demonstrate how the geometry determined the position of the
structural truss in both buildings. At Gunsten Hall, the slope of the truss„ members if hypothetically extended downword meets at the water—table level ofthe external walls. The slope of the truss members at the Public RecordsOffice, if extended upwards meet at the intersection of the roof—ridge level l
and the hypothetical extension of the external walls. The apex of an _ Iequilateral triangle of which the edge length is the width ef the buildingconstructed on the water—table level determines the central connection point l
of the truss.
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Gunston Holl · Foirfox County 1758 Public Records Office Willicmsburg 1748 I
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PLOT PLAN AND DEPENDENCIES

Where the direct relationship between the main house and the
dependencies has not been determined, it still exists when the whole plot ofland is studied. At Stratford Hall six interlocking squares determined the
position of the dependencies with respect to the main house. At Wilton, asingle large square determined the position of the dependencies in relationto the main house. The apex of an equilateral triangle formed from the largesquare indicates the centre of the main house. _ g °
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Strotford Holl Wostmorelond County 1725 wilton Honpioo County 1751+
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CONCLUSION

The buildings in this study represent a small proportion of those
existent in Virginia dating from the seventeenth and eighteenth century.
They do not suffice to demonstrate an irrefutable argument concerning a
system of proportioning and planning. The hypothesis presented here is based
upon careful study of a few camplete examples and upon a cursory examination
of a number of others. Differentiation between buildings of various time
periods represents a refinement of the basic rules of architectural
proportion as applied. Although it is true that the rules were not follawed
on every occasion, and that not every element is explained, this study seeks
to elucidate rather than to explain everything. The evidence cannot be
exhaustive yet in all of the buildings investigated, which comprise some of
the most significant and best preserved in Virginia, I believe that I have
traced the main outline of a system of proportion used in their design.
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